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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

        In this chapter the researcher would like to interpret his research findings. He 

tried to interpret the result of interview about the profile of good English young 

learner teacher.  

Good English teacher 

      Good English it means is professional English teacher. The professional 

teacher has four competence, pedagogic competence, social competence, personal 

competence and professional competence. 

1. Pedagogic competence 

            From findings of the research pedagogic competence is teacher 

must have ability to, Prepared lesson plan, Deliver learning object or 

material, Use media to support teaching learning process, Can make 

students interest to material who they teach, Get students active to ask, 

Give more attention to students with learning difficultness, Give 

evaluation after deliver the material, Doing remedial when the evaluation 

result not satisfactory, Can restore students concentration when students 

get tired of the lesson, Can handle a rowdy student during teaching 

learning process and, Give reward to students who have highest score in 

class. 

        The findings confirms Mulyasa`s (2002:75) statement that, 

pedagogic competence is the ability to manage learning which involves 
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the ability to understand the learner, planning and implementing, 

evaluating, and developing the learner. 

2. Social competence 

         From finding of the research social competence is teacher must 

have good ability to, communicate with parents, communicate with 

English teacher from other school, communication with head master, 

communication with other teacher in school, communication with staff 

and employers in school, and close with students in school or outside of 

school.  

         Mulyasa (2002:173) states, social competence means the ability of 

teacher as part of society to communicate effectively with the learners, 

the other teachers, parents and school environment. The findings confirm  

Scott and Lisabeth`s (2010:10) explanation, students like to teacher who 

close and respect to them.  

3. Personal competence. 

         From finding of the research personal competence is, teacher must 

can control emotional in school, Can evaluation their self during teaching 

learning process, Have a good personality and, can be a role model by 

students. 

           Mulyasa (2002:117) reveals that personal competence is the 

personal ability which is mature, steady consistent, and wise, have good 

behavior and can be a model for the students. 
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4. Professional competence 

         From finding of the research professional competence is, Teachers 

who have graduated from college and got a diploma certificates, can be 

said they already have provisions and the ability to teach in class. In the 

process they have done the practice of teaching and getting certificate 

after practice. Not only that they are also able to master a variety of 

media that support the learning and materials they will teach. 

          Mulyasa (2002:135) reveals the scope of professional competence 

is understand and be able apply the base of education, theory of learning 

based on the grade of learner, method in learning, be able to develop and 

use the relevant equipment, media and source of learning, be able to 

organized and implemented learning program, and apply the evaluation. 


